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Message from the Managing Director 

It is my great pleasure to present a brief report on the performance and 
achievements of the “Iranian Reinsurance Company” in the year 2013, along 
with a clear indication of what has been planned for the year 2014.
It is now 4 years since Iranian Re started its operations. We are proud to have 
been the first Public Joint Stock Reinsurance Company in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran, fully financed by the private sector. During these four years the company 
has been able to increase the percentage of its paid-up capital from 50% to 100% 
merely using the profit of its first 4 years of operations.
Iranian Re has proved itself to be a dynamic and professional Reinsurance 
Company in the market. We have rapidly expanded our business presence and 
gained a notable position in the local market by rendering quality reinsurance 
services to our clients. 
In the Year 2013, our gross written reinsurance premium amounted to IRR 270 
billion representing an increase of 29.80 percent compared with the preceding 
year. From this amount, IRR 62 billion was allocated to acquire reinsurance 
protection leaving amount of IRR 208 billion as net reinsurance premium for the 
year.
Total investment income of the company grew sharply from IRR 239 billion in 
2012 to IRR 416 billion in 2013 owing to significant growth in the Stock Exchange 
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Market. Our investment strategy is to actively monitor the changes in the 
economy and capital market to determine the optimum asset portfolio mix giving 
due consideration to our underwriting and investment risk profile and liquidity 
requirements.
The net profit of the year amounted to IRR 427,186 million compared with 
IRR 284,929 million of the preceding year, showing 49.9 percent increase and 
resulting earnings of IRR 278 per share. 
The Iranian Re’s shares are traded in the OTC section of Tehran Stock Exchange. 
At the end of the reporting year, Iranian Re’s shares at the par value of IRR 845 
were traded at the price of IRR 1750. 
The regulatory plan to reduce Obligatory Reinsurance along with the increasing 
presence of private insurance companies provides a promising perspective for 
the future of private reinsurance in the country. We feel quite confident about our 
future and will do our utmost to properly respond to the increasing demands of 
the market.
Our plan for 2014 is to expand our business presence by continuing to respond 
to reinsurance needs of the market and arrive at IRR 337000 Million of Gross 
Reinsurance Premiums. We will move to our newly built premises where we will 
have a better opportunity to fulfill our expansion needs. In 2014 Iranian Re will 
be eligible to be listed in the Stock Exchange and the company will utilize this 
opportunity.
I take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to all Iranian insurers and 
reinsurers for the great confidence they have shown in us. We expect continued 
support from all our clients and firmly believe that our further mutually beneficial 
cooperation will be based on transparency, reliability and trust.
Our company owes its achievements and success to the constant and dedicated 
efforts of our management team and staff. I highly appreciate their remarkable 
contributions and wish them all the best.

Mohammad Asoodeh
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Board of Directors

Member
Mojtaba Kobari

Chairman
Rasoul Saadi

Vice Chairman & Managing Director
Mohammad Asoodeh

Executive Member
Hojjat Poustinchi

Executive Member
Mohammad Mihanyar
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An overview of the Iran’s        
Insurance Industry

In the period between 1979 and 2001 only state owned insurance companies 
were allowed to operate in Iran. In the year 2001 the Act for Establishment of 
Non-Governmental Insurance Institutions was approved and since then many 
private insurance companies have been active in the Iranian Insurance Market.
The Iranian Insurance Industry is regulated and supervised by Bimeh Markazi 
Iran (Central Insurance of Iran) which is an independent institution established 
in the form of State Owned Company. Bimeh Markazi Iran is also empowered 
to carry out compulsory and non-compulsory reinsurance business. Currently 
all direct insurance companies are obliged to cede 20 percent of their non-life 
business and 40 percent of their life business to Bimeh Markazi Iran. According 
to the Law the gradual reduction of Compulsory Reinsurance is in process.
Currently one state owned and 24 private direct insurance companies as well as 
two reinsurance companies are providing insurance and reinsurance services 
to the market. In the year 2012 the total direct insurance premiums written in 
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the market amounted to IRR 131,096 billion, of which 92 percent is produced in 
non–life insurance business and only 8 percent is written in the life insurance.
Insurance Penetration Ratio in Iran is about 1.9 which is well below the world 
average, mainly because of low penetration of life insurance.
The volume of non-compulsory reinsurance of the market in the year 2011 is 
reported to be IRR 2,426 Billion which is mainly ceded to local reinsurers. This 
sector of the market will show a considerable growth when the plan to reduce and 
lift compulsory reinsurance is fully executed.
Insurance companies render their services through 867 branches and a network 
of agents and brokers. There are about 31,000 Insurance Agents and 415 
Insurance Brokers active in the industry. The agents may only represent one 
insurance company while brokers can take their business to different insurance 
companies.
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Iranian Re Shareholders Structure
As at 21st December 2013

 StakeShareholders

20.00%Pasargad  Financial Group including  Pasargad Bank

9.77%Sarmayeh Bank

3.91%Teachers Investment Funds

3.91%Banks Employees Pension Fund

3.91%Saman Majd Investment Co.

3.91%Sam Group Co.

3.91%Hamghadam Co.

3.91%Sam Electronic Co.

4.89%Pasargad    Insurance Company

3.97%Alborz         Insurance Company

2.93%Parsian       Insurance Company

2.93%Dana          Insurance Company

2.93%Moallem     Insurance Company

0.49%Novin          Insurance Company

0.49%Mihan         Insurance Company

0.49%Mellat          Insurance Company

0.36%Iran Moein  Insurance Company

10.52%Other Companies  

16.77%Real persons (4314 people)

100.00% Total

Shareholders of Iranian Re

Iranian Re has more than 4,400 shareholders. Two well known Iranian private banks, namely 
Pasargad Bank and Sarmayeh Bank, and 9 insurance companies are amongst the major 
shareholders.

The following table shows the structure of the shareholders of the Company:
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Company profile 

Iranian Reinsurance Company (Iranian Re), was incorporated in 2010 and 
commenced its operation on 16th March 2010 with its registered office in Tehran, 
after obtaining its operation License from the Iranian Insurance Supervisory 
Authority, “Bimeh Markazi Iran”. 
Iranian Re is proud to be the first Public Joint Stock Reinsurance Company in 
Islamic Republic of Iran, totally financed by private sector. 
The Company is registered under the authorization of the Establishment Law of 
Non-Governmental Insurance Institutions as well as the Iranian Stock Exchange 
Regulations. 
The main objective of Iranian Re is set to meet the increasing demand of 
reinsurance protection by a fairly growing number of domestic Insurance 
Companies, and also Insurance and Reinsurance Companies of the region.
The authorized capital of Iranian Re is IRR 1,535 billion; The Company initially 
commenced its operations with 50% paid up capital. The paid-up capital 
was increased in three stages to 56%, 69% and 84.5% respectively in three 
consecutive years ending 2013 and full payment of the authorized capital was 
achieved in 2014.

Iranian Re intends to assist local insurers in managing their risks more effectively, 
utilizing all the existing potentials and establishing a constructive and long term 
relationship with the International Reinsurance Markets.
Iranian Re enjoys experienced and well-trained staff with high education 
background and a highly qualified management team, well-known in the Iranian 
Insurance Industry. 
We are anxiously looking forward to having good and fruitful business 
relationships based on mutual interest and trust with all our partners in the Local 
and International Markets.
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Senior Management Team

Farangis Jahandar

Mohammad Mihanyar

Mohammad Asoodeh 

Hojjat Poustinchi

Vali Javidi

Leila Ameri

Finance Director

Deputy Managing Director, Reinsurance 

Managing Director

Head of Technical Steering Committee

Investment Director

Reinsurance Director

From Left:
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General Meeting of the 
Founders
Held on 4 January 2010

President of BMI                 
hands over Iranian Re’s 
Operation License                      
to the first Chairman                 
Dr. Ghasmei 
on 18 March 2010

Board members and staff 
at the occasion of the first 
annual general meeting of 
the shareholders 2011

Establishment Events through Photos
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Founders voting at the 
General Meeting 2010

Inauguration Ceremony 
2010

The fourth annual 
general meeting of the 
shareholders 2014
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Strategic Objectives
Overall Objectives:

To create value and make reasonable and steady profit ; 
A proper, reasonable and steady profit can be obtained by creating a 
Homogenous Portfolio of Reinsurance Business together with effective 
investment of financial resources.
Social and National Responsibility ; 
Besides pursuing the interests of Shareholders, Iranian Re has the 
responsibility to participating and performing an effective role in 
development of Insurance Industry as well as economic growth of the 
country. 

Strategic Goals:
The Overall Objectives can be met by pursuing and implementing the Strategic 
Goals of the Company as set below:

Gaining a proper Market Share in the Local Reinsurance  Market ;  
Effective participation in increasing the reinsurance capacity of the local 
market;
Being recognized as a well reputable Reinsurance Company in the
emerging  markets of the region ;
Building an effective and constructive business relationship with Regional        
and International Insurance and Reinsurance Markets ;
Efficient and Optimum Investment of Financial Resources ;

Our Vision:
By achieving the above Goals, we pursue the following Vision:

Our Motto:
“Together, we manage the risk”

To become a Capable and Professional Leading Reinsurance Company 

in the Local and Regional Markets and a recognized reinsurer in the 

International Markets 
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Our Professional services
Iranian Re has the skill, experience and technical know-how to support its clients in 

all aspects of Reinsurance.  

We provide a wide range of services in designing, structuring and implementing risk 

transfer programs in all different Insurance lines.

Our main objective is “Providing a Secure and High Quality Coverage” for our clients, 

even in unusual and specialized Risks.

Every Facultative Offer, regardless of the volume of the risk, is a certain proof of 

responsiveness for Iranian Re’s Team. 

Our Technical Team has the experience in analyzing statistics and structuring the 

Proportional and Non-Proportional Treaties, by focusing on our Clients’ needs.

Iranian Re is a Proactive Company, with the power to move quickly and easily to 

a different product mix in order to shape what our clients want or demand and to 

respond accordingly.

Iranian Re, Together with the rest of the Insurance Industry, strongly supports the 

efficient Risk Management.

What We Offer

FacultativeTreaty

Proportioanl 

(Quota Share 

& Surplus)

Non-

Proportional 

(Risk & CAT 

XL)

Marine 

(Cargo  & 

Hull)

Fire & Allied 

Perills

Energy 

(Onshore & 

Offshore)

Engineering Aviation Liability
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 Breakdown of Gross Reinsurance Premiums
 2013
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Milad Tower
Tehran
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E-mails:

w w w . i r a n i a n r e . c o m

m_asoudeh@iranianre.com

poustinchi@iranianre.com   

m_mihanyar@iranianre.com

leila_ameri@iranianre.com

arezou_alaei@iranianre.com

i n f o @ i r a n i a n r e . c o m


